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all together now . . .
The Town of Southold’s
recycling program now allows
paper, and cardboard to be
. . .’all together’ . . .for

“Single Stream”
cans, bottles,
mixed
recycling

Recycling in Southold has just evolved into the 21st century. Instead of diligently separating
recyclables into two “streams” — mixed paper (newspaper, junk mail, etc.) and commingled
containers (bottles, cans, etc.) — Southold recyclers can now put these two streams
together in one bin. Made possible by new automated sorting technology, the new program
is called “single-stream” recycling, and will make recycling by residents and collection of
recyclables by carters easier and more efficient.
It is being made possible by new automated sorting technology at the Brookhaven recycling
facility (formally called a “Materials Recovery Facility” or “MRF” for short). It’s the future for
responsible resource conservation and an important step toward meeting our goal of
reducing waste and increasing recycling volumes. Single-stream recycling makes it almost as
easy to use the recycling bin as it is to use the trash can, so for the previously unconverted,
there’s no excuse for not recycling. The two recycling “streams” — mixed paper and
commingled containers — will be put together in one bin. Voila. Single-stream. Residents
with curbside collection should benefit with more efficient service: Carters providing
curbside service to residents follow the same guidelines applied to the two-bin program,
except you put the two streams together.

Q: Why single-stream?
A: Using just one collection bin for all your recyclable items increases the ease
and convenience of recycling so that more people participate and more
resources are saved. We’re making recycling easier for you — at home, at
work and on the go.
Single-stream offers more efficient collections for the haulers who normally have to run two
recycling routes to collect the two streams. This decreases the most costly part of recycling
programs as well as the pollution from collection vehicles. And most importantly, as we
mentioned, it opens a bin up for collecting compostable materials like food scraps and yard
waste. Composting these materials prevents the release of methane, a greenhouse gas 72
times more potent than carbon dioxide in the short term. Read more about the importance
of keeping organics out of landfills and how wasting impacts climate change.

August 2015
The Cutchogue Transfer Station now accepts needles and syringes from residents for
disposal. Please follow the simple steps below for safe, secure disposal of sharps.

HOW TO USE THE TRANSFER STATION KIOSK FOR DISPOSAL OF ‘SHARPS’
(i.e., Needles and Syringes)

1) Put used needles in an Approved Bio‐Hazard SHARPS Container like
the ones pictured below (available at the attendant’s booth AND at
the Town Clerk’s Office at Town Hall. Containers also MAY be
available at your local pharmacy – check with yours).
2) Using an Approved Container is necessary for
safe disposal – loose needles, or needles not in
an Approved Bio‐hazard container, may NOT
be placed in the Kiosk.
3) The Bio‐Hazard container is designed to hold
multiple needles. Place full containers in the
Kiosk through the hinged door opening.
4) The labeled Kiosk is located next to the
recycling attendant’s booth and is available
during the Transfer Station’s normal operating hours. Containers and
needles placed in the Kiosk CANNOT be retrieved!
NEVER LEAVE LOOSE NEEDLES, OR BIO‐HAZARD CONTAINERS CONTAINING
NEEDLES OUTSIDE THE KIOSK! NEVER PLACE NEEDLES IN YOUR GARBAGE OR
RECYCLABLES!! USE THE KIOSK OR OTHER AUTHORIZED ‘SHARPS’ DISPOSAL
FACILITY.
NOTE: ATTENDANTS MAY NOT HANDLE NEEDLES OR CONTAINERS
FROM RESIDENTS!
(This program is funded in part by the New York State Department of Health)

What is PAY-AS-YOU-THROW ?

It is a system that charges residents for trash disposal
based on the amount of waste they throw away. State
and federal laws require that waste generation be
reduced through recycling and that what’s left be
disposed of safely. Since today’s disposal methods are
considerably more expensive than open dumps and
burn barrels of the past, thousands of communities
around the country have turned to PAYT as a fair
way to cover these costs. When
combined with a broad recycling
program PAYT promotes waste
reduction and increased recycling.
It gives YOU an incentive to
control how much trash YOU
produce – and how much YOU
pay for it.

generated and resulted in a MAJOR increase in recycling: Over 70% the first year, bringing Southold into
quick compliance with State-mandated recycling goals!
In addition, by the end of 2016, the program will
have saved the Town almost $9,000,000 since it
began through avoided disposal costs (i.e., waste that
was either recycled or not generated at all) and
revenues from the sale of the additional recyclables
that were – and continue to be - generated. This is
more than the cost of the three largest infrastructure
improvements made by the Town over that time: the
compost site; the new transfer station; and the new
animal shelter.

Trailer Loaded With Garbage Leaves Southold

You’ve likely seen some form of PAYT in places
other than Southold. It is used in Southampton
and on Shelter Island, as well as in over 7,000 communities across the US. It is especially common in
New England, the Midwest, and the Pacific Northwest. And not just in small towns either: Cities
such as Seattle, Kansas City, and Omaha have used
it for many years, and New York City has reportedly been looking into the feasibility of it as well.
The success of “Pay-As-You-Throw” in driving
down waste and driving up recycling has made it
the key strategy in the New York State Solid Waste
Management Plan adopted by DEC in 2013,
which mandates solid waste planning at the local
level throughout the state.

PAYT in Southold

Southold started “pay-as-you-throw” in 1993 through
its “yellow bag” garbage program. (Other variations of
PAYT use special ‘trash tags’ or cans, but bags were felt
to be easier since people already used bags for their
trash). The program was initially chosen as the way to
pay for shipping the Town’s garbage out of town for
disposal following a court decision requiring closure
of old Cutchogue landfill. As it turned out, not only
did the program raise the necessary revenue to cover
disposal costs, it helped reduce the amount of waste

PAYT elsewhere...

Source: Solid Waste Management District

The “YELLOW BAGS” . . .

are supplied only by the Town, and are
intended for the disposal of everyday household
garbage. (Bulky items or waste that is difficult to
bag are paid for at the Transfer Station scales by
weight). The bags come in three different sizes
and are required both for self-haulers as well as
residents who use private carters. They are
priced to cover the cost of disposing the waste
they contain, and are available at many local
retailers as well as at the Cutchogue Transfer
Station and Town Hall in Southold.
Town bag retailers are listed on the back of this brochure.

Source: US Environmental Protection Agency

SOME FACTS ABOUT GARBAGE AND RECYCLING IN SOUTHOLD
31,000 tons handled annually at Transfer Station and Compost Facility: MSW (i.e, “garbage”): 12,000 tons; brush and leaves:
12,000; construction debris: 2,000; recyclables: 4,000; special wastes (hazardous, e-waste, etc): 1,000. Estimated
approximately another 20,000 tons commercial waste handled privately

In 1993, Southold was one of the first communities in New York State to adopt a “The Pay-As-You-Throw” (PAYT) program
using the yellow Town garbage bags. In that year, state regulations required the closure of the dump in Cutchogue, meaning
the garbage had to be trucked out of town at significant cost. Rather than fold it into the tax base, residents chose, after a
series of public meetings, to try a fee-based system to pay this cost. The Town-bag program resulted in a 15% reduction in
waste disposed and 70% increase in recycling the first full year it was in effect (1994). There are now over 7,000 PAYT
garbage disposal programs throughout the US.

Southold’s MSW is now hauled either to waste to energy (WTE) incinerators or to out of state for disposal.

(There is not

enough on-Island disposal capacity to handle all the MSW Long Island produces; 1.1 million tons – equal to 50,000 tractortrailers - must be exported annually from Long Island for out of state disposal).
Construction debris is hauled to the Brookhaven Town C&D Landfill, which is ONLY allowed to accept construction debris (i.e.,
not regular residential or commercial garbage).

Southold pioneered household hazardous waste drop-off (HHW) in New York State in 1985, and was among the first to begin
separating mercury containing fluorescent bulbs from the waste stream in 1992. We began accepting E-Waste for special
disposal in 2007.
(recycling info over)

Southold reclaimed around 4,200 tons from the residential waste stream in 2014, for a recycling rate of about 25%
of waste passing through the Cutchogue Transfer Station. The rate is closer to 55% if compost and woodchips are
counted.
In September of 2014 the Town implemented “Single-Stream” recycling. Under this system, ALL recyclables are
mixed together (only with each other, NOT with garbage). New, highly efficient sorting technology at recycling
centers makes this possible. Under Single-Stream, recycling becomes easier and items that were previously too
difficult to sort from the waste will be added to the recycling mix. This will increase recycling rates and reduce
disposal costs.
By weight, the “single stream” accounted for the majority of recyclables in 2014 at about 3,500 tons. That is
followed by scrap metal (250), textiles (clothing-116 tons), waste oil (38 tons), and shrink-wrap plastic (30 tons,
mostly from winter boat-covers). Miscellaneous recycling accounts for another 450 tons, including items left and
taken at the “Re-Use Center”, electronics (E-Waste), household batteries, and items scrapped from the waste area
without the Towns’ knowledge!!
Recycling tonnage rose steadily from 1993 to about 1999 when nearly 7,000 tons of residential recyclables were
collected (not including yard debris). In 2014, the figure was around 4,000 tons. While this drop may suggest
lower participation, it is likely due more to the relatively high value of paper and metal which allows commercial
carters to sell it directly to recyclers rather than bring it to Cutchogue. The weight of some recyclables is dropping
for other reasons too. For example, the Internet has resulted in less advertising in newspapers and plastic and
aluminum beverage bottles weigh 40% less than in 1990.
Glass is a problem item to recycle. To make new bottles from recycled ones the glass must be sorted by its color generally clear, green, and brown – a highly impractical effort. Glass is also virtually impossible to keep “clean”
enough (i.e., no bottle caps, plastic rings, other debris) to market directly to a recycler. Southold’s glass is crushed
and re-used as berm separation material in place of sand at the Brookhaven Landfill.
In 2004, Southold became the first Long Island Town to require the use of bio-degradable paper bags for leaves.
This saved the Town over $30,000 in processing costs for leaves that used to arrive in plastic bags. Since that
was done by a private compost facility in Brookhaven Town and the “de-bagged” leaves were not returned to
Southold, we also lost the value of the leaves as mulch!! The leaf bag program has been a great success and has
since been adopted in Brookhaven Town.
Since 1993, over 65,000 tons of residential recyclables have been collected at the transfer station. Had these
recyclables been in the garbage, they would have cost the Town (i.e., the Residents) an average of $72/ton, or
about $4.7 million. With income generated from the majority of those recyclables, the combined value approaches
$6 million! Again, about ½ of that amount is due to implementation of the “Town-bag” garbage program.

SOME WAYS TO KEEP A LOW WASTE PROFILE . . .
Don’t get lazy about recycling – Keep it up! Don’t litter; waste less. Consider not printing
e-mails and documents if you don’t need to. Keep re-fillable travel mugs in your car (most
convenience stores give a discount on coffee for this). Try to avoid purchasing items with
excessive packaging. Walk more, drive less. Consider re-using or giving away before
throwing away! Use compost instead of chemical fertilizers.
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Energy Recovery Council Fact Sheet for WTE

FA C T S H E E T:
Waste-to-Energy and State Renewable
Statutes

Governments at all levels have called for increased use of renewable energy, including waste-to-energy, in
order to develop homegrown energy sources, establish energy independence, and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Eighty-five waste-to-energy plants operating in twenty-three states safely dispose of approximately 30 million tons of municipal solid waste per year. These sophisticated power plants recover energy from household waste and generate approximately 15 million megawatt hours of clean, renewable energy per year—enough to supply an nearly 1.5 million homes.
This Fact Sheet identifies the 31 states, the District of Columbia, and two territories that define waste-toenergy as renewable energy under various statutes and regulations.

States and Territories Defining Waste-toEnergy as Renewable (as of 12/1/13)
Alabama

Maine

Oklahoma

Arizona

Maryland

Oregon

Arkansas

Massachusetts

Pennsylvania

California

Michigan

Puerto Rico

Colorado

Minnesota

South Carolina

Connecticut

Missouri

South Dakota

District of Columbia

Montana

Utah

Florida

Nevada

Virginia

Hawaii

New Jersey

Washington

Indiana

New York

Wisconsin

Iowa

Northern Mariana Isl.

Louisiana

Ohio

Energy Recovery Council
2200 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 310
Arlington, VA 22201
202-467-6240
www.energyrecoverycouncil.org
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Town of Southold Private Transfer Station Reports
Received

